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摘要 
第一章中，我們考慮 
e ' M ^ f { u ) ^ 0 in t2 
u > 0 in Q. 
u 二 0 on dQ. 







e"bsu-u^ f{u) = 0 in ^ 
u > 0 in Q 
u 二 0 on 3Q 
宜中 f : 9T — 5R爲Ci+«中超線性函數，Q爲沉”中有界嚴格凸的光滑 ^、 %j 
區域,£ > 0爲一充分小的實數,¢^ = mm{lp -1). 
我們找到“Multi-Peaked”解存在的必要條件，并且証明在嚴格 
凸區域中，不存在“K-peaked”解，當K > 1。 
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Abstract 
In chapter one, we consider the problem 
‘e^Au + f(u) 二 0 in Q 
< u > 0 in Q 
u 二 0 on dVL 
< 
where f{u) = {u — 1)^, 1 < p < ^ , ^ is a smooth domain in W,n > 3, s > 0 
is a small number. 
We obtain single-peak solutions associated to any topologically nontrivial crit-
ical point of the Robin function. The consturction is based on a variational 
localization argument to control a certain min-max value for an associated mod-
ified energy functional as well as on a precise asymptotic estimate for this energy 
level. 
In chapter two, we consider the problem, 
f 
e^Aii - u + f{u) = 0, u > 0 in fl 
< 
u = 0 on dfl 
\ 
where f : M+ — R is a superlinear function in C^+ ,^ ^ is a stictly convex bounded 
smooth domain in R � e is a small number and a = m i n ( l , p - 1). 
We find necessary conditions for the existence of multiple-peaked solutions 
and prove that there are no K-peaked solutions on a strictly convex domain to 
that problem for K > 1. 
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On the Role of Robin Function in 
Some Singular Perturbation 
Problems with Zero Mass 
1.1 Introduction 
Let Q be a smooth domain in W and consider the following problem 
‘e^tsu + f[u) = 0 in n 
< u > 0 in n (1丄1) 
u = 0 on dfl 
、 
where f{u) = {u — 1)^, l<p< ^ i f n > 3，p > 2 i fn = 2 and e > 0. 
Problem 1.1.1 and related ones have been widely considered in the literature 
of nonlinear elliptic problems in recent years, as they arise as the steady state 
equation of time dependent problems appearing in a number of biological and 
physical models. 
A very interesting feature of 1.1.1 is the presence of families of solutions ex-
hibiting a spike-layer pattern as £ — 0. By this we mean solutions exhibiting 
a finite set of local maxima concentrating around certain special points of the 
4 
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domain, while vanishing at an exponential rate in lje elsewhere. 
In [23] Ni and Wei studied the behavior as s 一 0 of a least energy solution, 
characterized variationally as a mountain pass of the associated energy functional. 
They proved that for s sufficiently small a least-energy solution possesses a single 
spike-layer with its unique peak in the interior of Q. Moreover this unique peak 
must be situated near the most-centered part of Q, that is where the distance 
function d{P, dQ)，P G 0., assumes its global maximum. This is in contrast with 
earlier results for the corresponding Neumann problem, obtained by Ni and Tak-
agi in [7] and [5], where it was shown that for s sufficiently small, a least-energy 
solution possesses a single spike-layer with its unique peak located on the bound-
ary dVL, which furthermore must be located near the most curved part of ^0, i.e. 
where the mean curvature of the boundary assumes its global maximum. 
In [1] the authors proved the existence of single-peaked solutions at any topo-
logically nontrivial critical point of the distance function, which satisfy a suitable 
additional condition (see assumption (H3) of Theorem (0.1) in [1]). In [9] the 
authors proved another result which involves the critical points of the distance 
function. More precisely they show that if 
f/ep(Vci(-,31^,A)7^0 
where A is a suitable subset of fl, then there exist a family of solutions with a 
unique local maximum point which converges to a critical point of the distance 
function. 
In view of the above mentioned results, we want to get some similar results 
about the Robin function. Our purpose in this chapter is to show that associated 
to any topologically nontrivial critical point of Robin function, there is a family 
of single-peaked solutions. 
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For the problem 1.1.1, we assume f : R — R satisfies the following condition: 
(fl) f e C^(E), / �三 0 for t < 0 and / ( t ) — +oo as t — +oc 
(f2) For t < 0, f admits the decomposition in C^{R) 
f{t) = f1{t)-f2{t) 
where (I) /i(t) 2 0, /2(t) > 0 with /i(0) = /{(0) = /2(O) = / ;(0) = 0 and 
(II) there is a q > 1 such that 举 is nondecreasing and 警 is nonincreas-
ing for t > 0. 
(f3) |/'(t)| < ai + a2tP-i for some positive constants ai, a2 and 1 < p < (¾)+. 
(f4) there exists 77 G (0,|) such that F{t) < r]tf{t), t > 0 where F{t)= 
Slf{s)ds. 
To state the last condition on f we need some preparations. Consider the 
problem in the whole space: 
‘Aw + f{w) = 0 and w > 0 in E^ 
< (1.1.2) 
w(0) 二 max w(x) and w(x) 一 0 as |a:| — + 0 0 
、 ) xGR" 
It is well-known that (1.1.2) has a solution w which is radial and unique 
(see [3]). A solution w is said to be nondegenerate if the linearized operator 
L = A + f{w) 
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on L^(R^), with domain H^'^ and q < ^ , has a bounded inverse when 
restricted to the subspace L^{W) 二 {tz G L^{W){ u{z) 二 i^(H)} . 
Now we state the last condition: 
(f5) Problem 1.1.2 has a unique solution w and which is nondegenerate. 
We note that the function 
f\t) = tP - atq for t > 0,1 < q < p 
with p subcritical and a > 0, satisfies all the assumptions (see [5]). 
It is well-known that the Green's function of Dirichlet Laplacian can be decom-
posed into a radially symmetric singular part and a regular part 
Gx — Fx — Hx 
The regular part Ha： is a harmonic function with the same boundary value as the 
singular part Fx. 
Definition 1.1 (Robin function) The leading term of the regular part of the 
Green,s function 
T{x) = H,{x) 
is called Robin function ofQ. at x. A point q where the Robin function attains its 
minimum is called a harmonic center offl. 
Furthermore, we state precisely our assumption on T{p). We assume that 
there are two closed and bounded subsets of Q, J5, Bo such that B is connected 
and Bo C B. Let A C Q be an open neighborhood of B. 
Let r = {(f : B ~> A I (f is continuous and (f{y) = y V y e Bo}. 
Define the min-max value of c as 
c = min max T((p{y)) (1.1.3) 
^er yeB ‘ 
and assume additionally that 
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(T1) max T(cp(y)) < c, V cp e T 
y^Bo 
(T2) For all if e F, 
^{B) n {y G r I T{^{y)) > c} + 小 
(T3) For all y G dA such that T{(f{y)) = c, one has 
drT{y) + 0 
where dr^  denotes the partial gradient tangent to dk at y. 
Standard deformation arguments show that these assumptions ensure that 
the min-max value c is a critical value for T{p) in A, which is topologically 
nontriviaL In fact, assumption (T3) "seals" A so that the local linking structure 
described indeed provides critical points at the level c in A, possibly admitting 
full degeneracy. 
It is not hard to check that all these assumptions are satisfied in a general 
local maxima, local minima or saddle point situation. Our main result asserts 
that there is a family of solutions to problem 1.1.1 concentrating around a critical 
point at the level c of T{p) in A. 
The following is the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 1.1 Suppose f satisfies (fl)-(f5) and the rohinfunction T o/A satisfies 
(T1 )-(T3). Then there exists So > 0 such that s < £。，problem 1.L1 has a solution 
Us with the property that 
i. Ue has exactly one local maximum point x^ and x^ ^ A 
ii. linie^o T{xe) 二 c 
iii. lime—o Ue{xe + sx) = w{x) and there exists positive constants C > 0 such 
that 
^n-2 一 
0 < Ue(x) < C ^ rr eQ 
、) \x-XeY'-^ 
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where w is the unique solution of (1.1.2) 
The rest of this chapter will give the proof of Theorem 1.1. In the next 
section, we define a modified functional which satisfies P.S. condition and, roughly 
speaking, permits us to restrict ourselves to what happens in A. We then define 
a min-max value and by using assumption (T2) we prove that there is a critical 
point for the modified functional with this value. In the last section of this 
chapter, by using assumption (T3) we prove that the critical point of the modified 
functional is actually a critical point of the original functional and we conclude 
the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
1.2 Preliminary Results and Set-up of a Min-
Max Scheme 
In this section, we first define a modified functional and state some preliminary 
results. We then set up a variational scheme and show that a critical point for 
the modified functional is obtained. 
Let f : R ~> R satisfies (fl)-(f5). We first defined an "energy functional" 
Ie{u) = 1 [ e^|V^p- [ F{u) (1.2.1) 
2 Jn Jn 
where u e i^(Q) , F(u) 二 /J^  f(s) ds. 
We now define a modification of this functional which satisfies the RS. con-
dition and for which we find a critical point via an appropriate min-max scheme. 
Let fjL 二 ^  where r] is defined by (f4). Let R > ^ . Let a > 0 be the value at 
which 毕 = ^ . 
Set 
. , � / f{s) it s < a 
fis) 二 < 
i ^s + {f{a)-^)(s-a) if s>a 
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Let A be a subdomain of Q and then we define 
g(x, s) 二 A^A/(S) + (1 — A ) / ( S ) , G(r，0 = /o "(T，T) dT 
where !^\ denotes the characteristic function of A. 
First we note that g is a Caratheodory function. In addition one can check 
that (fl)-(f4) implies that g satisfies the following conditions: 
( g l ) g(x, t) = 0 for t < 0 and g{x, t) 一 oo as t ~> oo. 
(g2) g{x, t) 二 o(Z) near t 二 0 uniformly for x G H. 
(g3) g(x, t) = 0{tP) as t — 00 for 1 < p < ^ if n > 3 and no restriction on p 
i fn = l,2. 
(g4) i. G{x, t) < fig{x, t)t V x G A, t > 0. 
and 
ii. 2G{x, t) < g{x, t)t < \e V t G M+, x • A. 
(gl)-(g3) are easily to see from (fl)-(f4). We only check (g4). 
Check for (i) 
For all X G A, 
G{x,t) 二 [ g{x,r)dr 
Jo 




Check for (ii) 
For all X 咨八， 
Case I. 
if t < a, we have f{t) = /(t) , then g{x, t)t — 2G(x, t) = tf{t) — 2F{t) > 0 
By (f4) 
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Case 11. 
if t > a, we have f(t) = ^t + (/‘�—去)(力—a), 
g{x,t)t-2G{x,t) = ^t' + {f{a) - ^){t' - at) - 2 J^ f{r) dr 
= j t ' + ( / ‘ ⑷ — - ) ( 力 2 — a t ) — 2 j : f { r ) d r — 2 j : f { r ) d r 
={f{a)-^){t-a)a + ^ - 2 ^ f { r ) d r 
2^ ra _ 
> ^-2J^ f{r)dr 
> 0 
Next we prove g{x, t)t < 去，Vt G M+, x 咨 A 
Case 1. 
if t < a, 
l r * ， ’ M r ^ = K M — M ) > 0 
R 机 ， ) a 八 ) \ a t ) Byf (2 ) 
Case II. 
if t > a, 
i t 2 — g{x, t)t = t[t - a) ( f ( a ) — 臺 ) > 0 
• 
Consider the modified functional 
Je{u) = i [ £2|Vn|2— [ G{x,u), u e H',{n) 
2 Jn Jn 
whose critical points correspond to solutions of the equation 
f s^Au + g{x,u) 二 0 in ^ ^^^2) 
u = 0 on dQ 
\ 
As in [6], Je satisfies the Palais condition, no matter whether fl is bounded 
or not. We observe that a solution to (1.2.2) which satisfies that u < a on Q \ 八 
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will be a solution of (1.1.1). We will define a min-max quantity for Je which will 
yield a solution to (1.2.2) which turns to be a solution for equation (1.1.1) and 
thus will be the solution announced by Theorem 1.1. 
To this end, we consider the solution manifold of equation (1.2.2) defined as 
M, 二 lu e Jii，q(n) \ {0}| [ s'|V^p = [ g{x,u)u > o | (1.2.3) 
t Jn Jn 
All nonzero critical points of J^  of course lie on M ;^ reciprocally, it is standard 
to check that critical points of Je constrained to this manifold are critical points 
of J, on i^o''(^)-
Let w be the unique solution of (1.1.2) and let us consider its energy functional 
I{w) = \ [ (|V^p) — [ F{w) (1.2.4) 
2 jRn M^^  
For P G Cl, we define w^ such that 
w^ = ts^pw{^-^) e Me ^ 
with te,p�0. And let us consider the center of mass of a function u e L^{^) 
defined as 
3(u) = i a ^ ^ ^ (1.2.5) 
_ Inu'dx 
For P e B, it is easy to see that /3(wf) = P + 0{s). Hence, there exists a 
continuous function r^(P) such that Te{P) = P + 0{s) and 0—丁,)、二 P for all 
P G B. Now define 
We,P =切产) 
Hence we have jS(w^,p) = P for all P e B, we find that for all P G B, 
JeM = ? [ / — ) + ? - 2 c i T ( 7 " “ P ) ) + 0 ( ? - 2 ) ] 
=e^ [l{w) + e - 2 c i T ( P ) + o(£"—2)] (1.2.6) 
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where 
ci = ^ ] S - ' I K - ' [ f{w) 
h JR^ 
二 -[{n-2)\S^-'\Rl-'Y (1-2.7) 
2 
Now we give the outline of the proof of (1.2.6). Let wl'^ ^^  be the unique solution 
of 
Aw"/^^^ + f{w) 二 0 inA,p 
川：‘⑵ 二 0 in a a , p 
and let 5w:^ = w — wl"^^^. Hence, it satisfies 
AW^(P) 二 0 infl 
6 w : ^ = w ( - ^ ) on d^ ^ 
By [3], we know that for £ sufficiently small Je attains a unique positive maximum 
at 
t,,p = 1 + a£"-2 + 0(广2) 
for some a G R. Now for convenience, let t^ = t^^p 
Je{We,p) = Je{teW?^^^) 
= s 4 | [ | W ， 2 — ( G( r , t^ (p ) ) -
L2Jn�p Jn^p 
= £ - [ | [ / ( + ? ( P ) - [ G M ^ ( P ) ) -
L2 Jn,^p JQe,P 
=e^ [1 + 2�广2 [ f{w){w — to:1 — [ G{x, (1 + a f > - “ ， ） 
- 2 J]^ n JR" 
+0(£"-2)_ 
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二 g:^[i [ f{w)w- [ G{x,w) + ae^-^ [ {f{w)w-G'{x,w)w) 
L2 J^ n jRn JR^  
」（ / (参？⑵ + ( ( / (工 ,咖 ? (巧 + 0(广” 
2 J^n jRri � 
二 s^fJ [ f{w)w - [ F{w) + i [ f{w) 6w：'''^ + 0(5--2)" 
L2 J^ n J^n Z J^n � 
=8几[l{w) + s^-^c,T{r,{P)) + 0(广2) 
(..• 6tt;P(P) = (n - 2) |5^-i| R l - ' e - - ' T { r , i P ) ) ) 
• 
We now consider the class T^ of all continuous maps cp : B — M. such that 
(^[y) 二 Ws,y for all y G Bo and we define the min-max value Se as follows 
Se= inf supJ,(v^(y)) (1.2.8) 
<pere y^Q 
We note that 
Se > sup J . K , ) (1.2-9) 
yGBo 
and 
Se = inf SUpJe{^{y)) < sup Je{We,y) (1-2.1¾ 
<pere y^B yeB 
Hence by (1.2.6), (1.2.9) and (1.2.10), we have 
W 1 , = / H (1.2.11) £~>0 
The following is the key result of this section. It implies that Se is a critical 
value for Jg. 
Lemma 1.1 For e sufficiently small, we have 
S, > sup J e K , ) (1-2.12) 
y^Bo 
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Lemma 1.2 Let Ao he an open set such that Ao C 0. We define 
gxoM 二 ^ v � / W + ( i - A \ � ) / » 
Gx^{x,u) = / g{x,r)dr 
Jo 
Je,Aoi^) 二 ^ [ ^ ' W - / ^Ao(^,^) �Jn Jn 
and 
Me，Ao = < u G Hl{Q) \ {0} I £^ j ^ |V^p - J^ugA,{x ,u) > o | 
Suppose Us is a solution of 
z 
e^Au + gAo (^ r u) = 0 in fl 
< u > 0 in n (1.2.13) 
u = 0 on dQ 
< 
such that e"^Je,Ao (l^e) — I[W). 
Then we have 
J s , M = P \ l H + e-- 'c^T{x,) + o(p-2)] (1.2.14) 
where Xe G Ao is the local max. point ofu^ and Ci is defined by (1.2.7). 
Hence 
Je,AoK) < ？ \l{w) + £^-'ci maxT(x) + o{e^-')] (1.2.15) 
L xGAo _ 
Corollary 1.1 Let e = Sk — 0 and u^ G Me,Xo be a family offunctions such that 
lim sup s'^JeM M < I M £—0 
Let Xs = P{u^) be its center of mass defined as 
, � L xu^ dx 
p{u,) = J ? ‘ 
In^edx 
Then the following estimate holds for small 6 > 0； 
J.,AoK) > f [l{w) + E^-2ci(maxT(x) — ^) + 0(一-2) 
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I 
Proof of Corollary 1.1 : Passing to a subsequence, assume that x^ — x. Then 
given 6 > 0, for all small £ one has that 
0(u,) e Bs{x), 
where 
‘ ) = t S ^ 
Set Ve = Ue{x + sy), with x = f3{ue) then v^ converges in the i^o'^ -sense to w, the 
least energy critical point of the functional 1. From the proof of Lemma 1.1, we 
have 
JeM^^e) = Je,AonB2s{x)i^e) 
and also % G Me,Aon^6(s). Let us set A 二 Ao 门召2<5(旬.Then we obtain 
Je，A�K) > J g ( / a W 
= e \l{w) + £"-2ci minT(x) + o{e^-^) L yeA � 
> £" [l{w) + e--^ci{T{x)—芸)+ 0(广2) 
> £"\l{w) + s^-^c,{m^xT{x) - I �+ o(f-2) 
L yeA ^ � 
• 
Proof of Lemma 1.2: Let us set 仏=6'^ {n - Xe) and Ae 二 e—i(Ao — x^), and 
V^{y) = Ue{xe + sy). Let w be the radially symmetric least energy critical point 
of I, let z — PQ,^w be the unique solution of 
- A ^ 二 f(w) in Qe 
z — 0 on dQ^e 
We know that v^  has just a local maximum point and Ve — w. To continue the 
analysis let us set (p^  = v^  — Pn^w. 
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Since v^  satisfies, 
A ^ ; j / ( O - " e = 0 in Qe 
Ve = 0 on dQ. 
where h, = (1 - ^ ^ ( / �- / � ) . 
Then (ps satisfies, 
A(^ e + [f{Ve) - / H ] = K 
� e + /(^e) - / ( ¾ ^ ) + 版 — - / H 二 hs 
A^e + de^e + / ( ¾ ^ ) . ^ e + [ / ( ¾ ^ ) — / H 1 二 "s (1.2.16) 
where d, 二 [糾-‘(〜")-f{Pn.w)] 一 0 uniformly as e 一 0. 
Now we consider 
J.,AoK) = ^ [ |V e^|' - [ GA,{X,V,) 
丄 Jne J^e 
二 \ f |V^,p - [ F{v,) + [ {F{v,) - F{v.)) 
2 Jne J^e Jne\Ao 
二 l f |V(/^ e + ^ ^ | ' - [ n^e + ^ e ^ ) + [ ( F ( % ) - R l O ) 
2 Ja^ JQ, JQe\Ao 
= i [ \PnM^ - [ F{Pn.^) + [ V^e • VPn.w + ^ [ |V^,p 
2 Jn, J^ s J^ e ^ J � 
-[f{Pn.w) • ife - \ [ f{Pnw^t^s)^l+ [ {F{ve) - F{v,)) 
Jn, 2 JQe Jne\Ao 
=e^ \l{w) + s^-^ciT{p) + o(s^-^)] + ^ I 阪 | 2 + / f{w)cpe 
L � �Jn^ JQe 
-[f{PnM • % — ^ [ f{Pn.w + t<f,) • cpl + [ {F{V,) - F{v,)) 
jQ, 乙 J^e Jn,\Ao 
=8^ \l{w) + e^-^c,T{p) + o(e"-2)l + [ {f{w) - f{PnM) ‘ ^e 
L � J0^e 
- \ [ f{Pn.w^tcp,)-<fl+ [ {F{v,) - F{v,)) + 1 [ 4d 
2 Jn^ «^ AAo L J � 
+J [ f{PnM + 每 [ { f { P n . w ) — f{w)) • % 
丄 jQe ^ J^e 
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二 £^ [l{w) + s^-'ciT(p) + o{e^-^)] + [ {f{w) - f{Pn.w)) • ^, 
L � Jne 
+ [ {F{v,) — F{v,)) + i [ K 
Jne\Ao ^ J � 
= e ^ h{w) + s^-^ciT{p) + 0(广2)] + Ii + I2 + I3 
where 4 = 4 - | / o , f{PnAO+tcpe)-^l ~> 0 as £ — 0. Hence to prove the desired 
estimate it suffices to show that all other terms in the expansion are o(s^"^). To 
this end, we need the following claims. 
Claim 1. 
[he < Ce^-^ 
Jn^ 
Claim 2. There is a constant c and for each p > 1 one has 
[lf{w)-f{Pa.w)r<Cs--' 
jQe 
Claim 3. For s sufficiently small, we have 
( / j - ' f - - ^ 
Proof of Claim 1: Since v^  satisfies, 
A^, + f{ve) = K (l-2-17) 
First multiply (1.2.17) by |^ and use integration by parts, then we have 
f ^ dVe f . dVe L f “ .dVe 
j , W i = L — � + L / w ‘ 
= [ v K ? ^ ) - [ •”,•，+/ ^F{v.) 
Jn. V dyJ 7o. ^i Jn. ^ Vi 
= [ v . . | ^ - i / # W + / 胁 
Jn, dyi 2 J^^ dyi JdQ, 
= [ | V i ; e • nfvi 一 i f \Vvefvi 
JdQe 2 JdCte 
= i [ |Vz;e|V 
2 Jane 
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Since the support of h^ is shrinking to b and g^(6) — ^(¾) + 0, therefore 
[he < C I \Vve\^da 
Jf2e Jdfie 
Thus we just need to estimate |V^ e^| on (9^. Since we know that 
� S^—2 
� w(r) < C for small s. 
\ ) 一 T 几 — 2 
Then there exists a Bu^ with radius R^ such that 
Ve �C ~ ~ ^ " ^ for \y\ > Rw 
^ y n—2 ^ 
Hence, 
W e ~ C ~ ^ 
| " | n - l 
Thus we have, 
[\VVe\^da = [ C )n-2* 
JdCie JdQe y 
= … / ^ " r 
Jdn T 
< C ^ i 
• 
Proof of Claim 2 : Set z = w - P^^w. Then z satisfies 
z 
—Az 二 0 in Cle 
< 
2： = W on dVte 
\ 
Let z{^) = z{y), then 
y 
- A 5 = 0 in n 
z 二 切(¥) on dn 
We know that if \y\ > i ^ , then w{y) = {R^/\y\)^-^. Equivalently, if s < 
dist{x',dQ,)/Rw, then 
5 = (n-2)|6"—i|iC_2?-2FT on dQ 
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where i^ is the radially symmetric singular part of the Green's function. 
The regular part H$ of the Green's function is the harmonic extension of the 
Dirichlet boundary values of the singular part F:. Hence, we have 
z - (n - 2)\S^-^\Rl-^e^-^H{x + ey) in 仏 
1 = o{s--') 
Now, using assumption (f2) and f e Ci+"， 
fH - f{Pn^w) = f{Pn.w + tz)z 
< Ciw^z 
f \fM-f{Pn.w)\P < Cf / wP"zP 
jQe JUe 
< C s + - 2 ) [ w P �+ C [ wP�zP 
JBR^ J\y\>B^ 
< Ce^-^ 
the last inequality holds because /,^|>^ w^^z^ — 0, / ^ ^ w^^  is bounded and 
p > 1. 
• 
Proof of Claim 3 : By Claim 1，we have ||/ie||LP(Oe) < Cs^'^ To prove this we 
assume the opposite, there exists a subsequence Sk — 0 such that 
n — 2 
' 了 " 2 — 0 





Then (¾ satisfies, 
A(^ + C?eC^e + / ' C f k ^ > ^ = � i n ^e 
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where h = [f{w) - f{Pn.w)]/ik ！外！‘产—0 in U>. 
By elliptic estimate, 
\^e\Li^\ne) ^ ^ 
Hence, there exists a subsequence denoted by (¾ again which converges to (po in 
1/2，if we choose p such that 2 < ^^ . 
Actually, (^已—(^o in C^'"(E^) away from any neighborhood of i, the point to 
which the support of /½ is shrinking and also (^ o satisfies weakly, hence strongly, 
the equation 
A(^ o + f H ^ o = 0 in R^ 
since <p also decays at infinity, it follows from the nondegeneracy assumption (f5) 
that 
n r ^ 
_ ^^ OW 一 ^ 飞 ‘ 
i=l 
for some constants 7^ , not all zero. This implies that V _ ( 0 ) • 0. On the other 
hand we recall that v^  attains its maximum value at 0, while the maximum point 
of P � w approaches 0. Hence V(^(0) — 0. This and the local C^'^-convergence 
of (p^  to (^ o, near the origin, provides a contradiction which proves the validity of 
Claim 3. 
• 
Now we go back to estimate the terms Ii - 1 3 , first we estimate I2. 
|I2| = ^ [ \fH - f{PnM^e] 
^ J e^ L J 
< ^WfM - /(^e^)||L2(o,) W^eWmn,) 
< Ce^-^ 
Then we estimate I3, 
I3| = 1 I 4 d 
丄 Jne 
< Cs^-^ 
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since d^ — 0 as s — 0. Finally, we estimate Ii 
|Ii| = [ lF{v,) - F{v,) 
Jne\Ao L 
r 广⑷ f(s) - f(s) ^ 
< / dx / —~"—sds 
J^e{x)>^ 人 S 
< [f±A^dM^,l-a^)dx 
V^e(x)>« ^ 
< - he[vl - a^) dx 
^ ^ e^(x)>« 
< c / he{Ve - a)+ dx 
^Ve(x)>a 
< Cs^-^ 
Combining the above inequalities of Ii — I3, we finish the proof of Lemma (1.2). 
• 
Proof of Lemma 1.1 : Suppose Lemma 1.1 is not ture. 
Se = sup Je{^[y)) 
yeBo 
Hence 
Se = £^ [l{w) + s--^c,T{^{y)) + 0(5^-^) 
< ？ [l{w) + ?-2ci(C - (5) + 0(S"-2) 
where T{(p{y)) < c - 5 for some 6 > 0 (By assumption (T1)). 
Note that 
Se = inf snpJe{(p{y)) 
v?ers y^B 
Then there exists cpe G T^  such that 
JeM)) < e- [lH + s-^c^{c - ^) + o{s^-')], \/yeB (1.2.18) 
Let Sk ~> 0 and denote cpe,,=外.We claim that for large k we have 
PiMy)) e A + n |o ; I T{x) < c — ^ 1 ， V y G B ( 1 . 2 . 1 9 ) 
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where A+ is a small fixed neighborhood of Ao, |3 is the center of mass defined in 
(1.2.5). 
This immediately yields the desired contradiction. If we let (/>fc(y) = ^{P{^k{v))) 
where 7r : A+ — A is a continuous map which equals identity on A. Note that 
since ^k{y) = ^Sk,y for y G Bo, it follows that ^k(v) = V for y G Bo. Hence 
^k{y) G r and by assumption (T2), we have 
^ 6 ^ ^ 
c < mj:T((/>fc(y)) < maxT(/5((/^fc(y))) + - < c - - + - < c —-
that is impossible. 
We now prove (1.2.19). The fact that P{(pk{y)) ^ A+ is obtained slightly 
modifying the arguments in [6 . 
We now just need to prove that 
T{f3{My)) )<c- l , ^yeB (1.2.20) 
Suppose this is not true, then there exists y^ G B such that 
‘ W [ ^ , { y , ) ) ) > c - ^ (1-2.21) 
Let Uk = ^k{Vk) and assume p{(fk{yk))—工0 ^ B. Then T{xo) > c — | and we 
can find a > 0 such that for all z G B2a{x0) C Q>, we have 
斷 - 芸 
Now, we define 
r xu^  
Au) = ^-f^^ 
JB^(xo)“ 
Note that ^{u) 一 xo if |3{u) — XQ. For large k, 
Je,{uk) > inf { j e M \ u G M,,3iu) G B,{xo)] 
=Jeuiyk) 
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for some Vk G H]'^{Q). By the Ekeland variational principle we find that Vk{xk + 
£ky) — w in H&q sense, for some Xk — ^o. 
Let J^ be any continuous function with support outside the Ba{xo), we have 
P{vk + # ) = ^K) 
=^ JeM > JeA^k+t^) 
4 7“婦 二 0 
Hence, v^ satisfies, 
y _ _ ^ 
e^ /:Wk + g{vk,x) = 0 in n\Ba{xo) 
< 
Vk - 0 on dfl 
V 
Moreover by maximum principle, Vk < f outside 5|^(a:o).Hence, we have 
Je,K) > [ 4|V^|2- [ lF{Vk) + {l-^Ao){Hvk)-F{Vk)) 
Jn Jn L 
> [sl\Vvk\' - [ \F{v,) + (1 — X^,){F{vk) — F{vk)) 
Jn Jn L 
where Ai = BnB^^{xo) since (^v�— A:^J(F(^) — F{vk)) = 0. 
Hence 
JeAvk) 二 f^c,Ai(^ )^ 
Moreover Vk G Me^ ,A ,^ where 
M,,,Ai = {u e i/o'' \ {0} I ^ ^'|V^| =丄"八1(工,+} 
Thus by minimizing Je^ ,Ai on M � j ^ ” we have 
Je,{vk) > el [l{w) + s^-^ci mmT{p) + o{sl'') 
r eA 1 
> 8- [l{w) + s^-2ci(c - 器 ) + o(^--2)J (1.2.22) 
By comparing (1.2.18) and (1.2.22), we have 
6 56 
c > c  
2 — 16 
6 56 一 < — 
2 — 16 
that is impossible. Lemma 1.1 is thus proved. 
• 
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1.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Proposition 1.1 As s ~> 0 we have 
maxtie(x) ~> 0 
xedA 
Since u^  is a critical point of J ,^ it satisfies 
'^ s 'Au, + X^f{u,) + (1 - A 'A) /K) 二 0 in Q (13 1) 
1 u^ 二 0 on dQ. 
To prove Proposition 1.1，we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.3 Let Xe he the maximum point ofue, then we have 
limT(0 — c £~>0 
where c is the min-max value defined in (1.1.3). 
Proof of Lemma 1.3: Given 6 > 0，there exists (fo e T such that 
max T{(fo{y)) < c^6 
yeB 
From the definition of ¾^, 
Js{Ue) = Se < SUpJe{My)) 
yeB 
: e ^ \l{w) + e"-2ci max T{ipo{y)) + o{e^-^) 
- y&B 」 
< 5^ [l{w) + e"-2ci(c + S) + 0(广2) 
Hence, T(x^) < c + 6, i.e. lim supT(xe) < c. 
Thus we just need to show lim inf T{xe) > c. 
£^ 0 
Assume by contradiction that for any 6 > 0 and a sequence £k — 0, we have 
T{xJ<c-6 
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then, 
J , d w ) S f [ / ( — + £--2ci(c — ^ + o(s--2)] (1.3.2) 
Now, we consider a path (p^  G F such that 
sup Je{^e{y)) < Se + CiS^'^L 
yeB 
where L > 0. 
and ye G B such that 
T(^(VP.(ye))) = maxT(/^(^e(y))) 
y^B 
where f3 was defined in (1.2.5). Set Ue 三 <ye) and observe that applies Corollary 
1.1 to this sequence, then we get 
Je{u,) > 6^\l{w) + 5^-^Ci [maxT(/^((/^,(y))) - ^ + o{e^-^)] (1.3.3) 
L y&B A 」 
From (1.3.2) and (1.3.3), we have 
^ 
m a x T ( ^ ( ^ , ( ^ ) ) ) < c - -
V^B L 
Now, the usual concentration-compactness argument gives that P{(^e{y)) ^ 八+ 
for all small 6, where A+ is a small neighborhood of A. Then a slight modification 




This contradicts the definition of the number c and that concludes the proof. 
• 
Next we prove Propsition 1.1 
Proof of Propsition 1.1 : Suppose not, namely that there exists Xe G dA, 
u^{xe) > b > 0. We may assume, after passing to a suitable subsequence, that 
Xe — X e dA. Let T be a unit vector tangent to dA at x. 
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Let fs be a sequence of unit vectors f； ~> f which we will choose later. We 
use Vue • fe as a test function in equation (1.3.1) and from the proof of Claim 1, 
we get 
-[|^以」2力.”如二 f [jr(^Ue)-F{ue)]h'feda 
2 Ja JdA 
Note that the support of F{ue) — F{us) shrinks to the point x and that this 
function is nonnegative. Then we may choose fe in such a way that /^ [ i^ ( t^ ) -
F{ue)]h . fe da = 0, so that 
- [ \ V u e \ ^ f , ' v d a = 0 (1.3.4) 
2 jQ 
Now set 
Ps = e-2 [ [ / K ) - ( l - A ' A ) ( / - / ) ] 
Jn 
Then it is easy to see that p^  �e^—2. We now claim 
^ ^ G{-,x) in C^^^{w) (1.3.5) 
Pe 
where w is any neighborhood of ^0, not containing x. We follow the proof of 
Proposition 1 in [4] and get 





Furthermore, for any x + x 
< e-y{u,) - K) < ^ f{u,)-he < ^ K-ir^- : 0 
- Pe _ e^ 一 e^ 
Applying Lemma 2 of [4], we obtain (1.3.5). 
By (1.3.4), we get 
f \vC^)\^t'vda = 0 
JQ Pe 
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[\VG{',x)\^f'vda = 0 
Jn 
where f , — f as £ — 0. 
By Lemma 5 of [4], -VfT{x) = 0 which contradicts to the assumption (T3) and 
thus finishes the proof. 
• 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 By Proposition 1.1, there exists So such that for all 
0 < e < £o，Us < a for all x G dk. The function u^ solves the equation (1.1.1) 
and Lemma 1.3 given linie_o^(^e) = 0. The rest of the proof follows from [5:. 
• 
Chapter 2 
On a Singularly Perturbed 
Dirichlet Problem in Convex 
Domain 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter,we consider the question of locating the X-peaks (namely K local 
maximum points) of K-peaked solutions to the following problem 
• 
e^Au - u + f(u) = 0，u > 0 in Q 
(2.1.1) 
u = 0 on dQ. 
\ 
where f : R+ — R is a superlinear function in C^+ ,^ ^ is a stictly convex bounded 
smooth domain in W, e is a small number and cr = m i n ( l , p - 1). We prove that 
there will be no K—peaked solutions for K > 1 in 0. 
When e is very small, problem (2.1.1) can be viewed as a "model" equation 
for singularly perturbed Dirichlet problem which arises in many applied sciences. 
In [23], Ni and Wei studied the asymptotic behavior as e — 0 of a least energy 
solution to problem (2.1.1). More precisely, we first define the energy functional 
29 
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of (2.1.1) as 
Mu,) 二 秦[(e2|Vw|2 + 0 - [ F(u+),u e H^(n) (2.1.2) 
L jQ Jn 
where F{u) 二 /�以 f{t)dt and u+ = max(ii, 0). A least energy solution u^ of (2.1.1) 
is a solution such that Je{u,) < Je{v) for any solution of (2.1.1). We proved that 
for £ sufficiently small a least-energy solution possesses a single spike with its 
unique peak in the interior of Vi. Moreover this unique peak must be situated 
near the most-centered part of Q, that is where the distance function d{P, dQ), 
P G f2, assumes its global maximum. Several other papers studied the role of 
• .广 
the distance function on multiplicity of solutions of (2.1.1) for e small. See Del 
Pino-Felmer-Wei [16], Li-Nirenberg [22], [24], etc. 
In this chapter, we study the properties of multiple-peaked solutions. More 
precisely we shall find necessary conditions for the existence of multiple-peaked 
solutions. We first make some assumptions on f{u). We suppose that f satisfies 
(fl) / (0) = f{0) = 0, f{u) = 0{uP) for u large 
(f2) the following problem 
• 
Aw - w + f{w) = 0 in R^ 
w > 0 in W 
< (2.1.3) 
it;(O) = maxtt;(20 
^ , zGR^  
w{z) ~» 0 as |z| 一 +oo 
has a unique solution w (by the result of [17] w is radial and nonincreasing). 
Moreover, w is nondegenerate. Namely, the following linear operator 
L = A - 1 + f{w) (2.1.4) 
is invertible in the space H^{W) = {u = u{r){u e H^{W)}. 
Examples of f include: u^ (1 < p < {^)+),uP — au^ (a > 0，1 < q < p < 
{^)+),u{u - a)(2 — u) (0 < a < 1)，etc. 
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A family of solutions of (2.1.1) is called finite energy if there exists M > 0 
(independent of e > 0) such that 
e' [ \Vu\^  + [ u^ < Me^. (2.1.5) 
Jn Jn 
It is easy to see by blow up arguments that a finite energy solution u^  has 
only finite number (independent of e) of local maximum points for e small. (See 
the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [23]. Note that there we proved for single-peaked 
case but the arguments there can be easily modified to treat multiple peak case). 
More precisely we have 
Lemma 2.1 Let u^ be a family offinite energy solutions, then for e sufficiently 
small, Ue has only K (independent ofe > 0) local maximum points P},…,P^ G 0 
and we have 
d{Pi,dn) |i^-i^^| . 丄 . . . ‘ ^ 
-^^——-一 00，~^  ^ oo,i^j,t,j = l , � K 
e € 
The solutions in Lemma 2.1 are called i^-peaked solutions. An interesting 
question now is to locate these K-peaks. The cases when K = 1 and K = 2 are 
treated in [24] and [26] respectively. To state the results, we need to introduce 
the following notation 
、 
there exist 6k ^ 0 and K-peaked 
—K solutions u^ , of 2.1.1 such that u^ , 
SK{n) = l (P i , . . . ,PK)en 亡 色 
has only K local maximum points F^ ..., Pj^ 
and P f 一 P as e^  — 0 乂 
(2.1.6) 
The question is then reduced to the characterization of 5 ^例 . 
Sx(^) depends highly on the geometry of the domain. For example, when 
n = BniO), by the moving plane method, 5i(Q) = {0}，Sxi^) = 0 for K > 2. 
When K 二 1, the following theorem was proved in [25 . 
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Theorem 2.1 Let Po G S (^^ 7). Then we have 




there exists Sk — 0，ft ^  P such that 
Ap:={df^p{z)eM{dn) e - ^ c z . 
dfJ^p{z) = lim 2|z-Pd 
1 ^ W - ~ " Z d z 
In particular, d{Po, d^) > 0 and d^(Po,afi)(^ o)门 dQ contains more than one 
point. 
When K = 2, the following conditions was proved by Wei in [26 . 
Theorem 2.2 //(P1,P2) e S2(n), thenL= |P1-P2| > 2m3x{d{P1, dn),d{P2,dn)) 
and there exist dfip^{z) e Ap,,dfj,p^{z) G kp”CY > O,c2 > 0 such that 
[ 1 _ ( # c i ^ ^ = 0, (2.1.8) 
Jdn ^ —尸1 尸1 —尸2 
[ ^ ^ * 2 W + C 2 ^ ^ = 0. (2.1.9) 
Jdn z-P2 P2-n 
In particular, ifL > 2d{Pi, dQ), then Ci 二 Q,i = 1, 2. Furthermore，ifCl is strictly 
convex, then S2{^) 二 0. 
The purpose ofthis chapter is to consider the general case for K > 2. This case 
is more complicated since the interactions between the spikes are more complex. 
Let us first fix some notations. Let u^  be a i^-peaked solution with the K 
local maximum points Q{,..., Q]^. We define 
6| = (C. + o ( l ) ) ( f ) ( i - A a\] 二 (A^ + � ( l ) ) ( M ^ ) ( “ ) / 2 
Then we have 
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Theorem 2.3 Let Q\, ...,Qj^ be the K local maximum points of K-peaked solu-
tion u^. Let 7] be a fixed small number. For e sufficiently small，we have 
r _2_t^{z-QD^ I V , JQ.,-^ {Q'j — Ql) 
^ / ‘ ‘ V ^ ^ ^ + L 4 ^ - Oe—Qe Jdn ^ — ^i j^i ^3 ^i 
= r j O { Y , w { ^ ^ ^ ) ) + o{cp,,Qem), i = l r . ,K (2.1.10) 
j¥"i 
In particular, there exists 8^ > 0 (depending on Q only) such that 
d{Ql dn) > 6o > 0, ]Ql-Q'jl>So>0, 1^3 (2.1.11) 
Moreover there exists a positive integer K{fl) such that 5x(^) = 0 for K > K{Q). 
Remark: The above theorem shows that the Dirichlet problem (2.1.1) is quite 
different from the corresponding Neumann problem 
y 
< e2Ati -u + /(K) = 0, u > 0 in Q (2 112) 
1^ = 0 on dn 
In [27], Gui and Wei proved the existence of interior spike solutions for (2.1.12) 
with arbitrary number of spikes. This suggests that the Neumann problem gen-
erates more solutions while Dirichlet Problem suppresses solutions. 
Corollary 2.1 IfQ is strictly convex, then Cl does not admit K-peaked solutions 
forK> 2. 
2.2 Preliminary Analysis 
In this section, we introduce some notations and present some preliminary anal-
ysis. 
Let Q e n. Set 
a,Q = {y \ey + Q e Q}, n, = a,o = {y ]^y e 0} 
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For any u, v G ^ ^⑶，define 
< u, V >g = / (Vu • Vv + u • v) 
Jne 
\u\\e =< U,V >y^ . 
For any domain U, we define Puw as the unique solution of 
y 
Av — V + f{w) = 0 in U 
V = 0 ondU 
\ 
Following [23], we introduce the following notations. 
X - P 
^eA^) = ^ ( - 7 - ) — P�P^ 
1/ “ ,� 似⑷  
〜 ⑷ 二 ^ ^ 
^e,p(^) = -elog(pe,p(x). 
We have 
Lemma 2.2 (1) AA^) — i^oA^) = inf-^{|^: _ a:| + \z — P\} as e — 0. In 
particular iffl is convex, ^o^p{P) = 2d{P, dQ). 





where d^ip[z) = lim - ~ ~ 21.-Pi 
fan ^ " ^ 心 
Proof: For the proof of (1)，please see [23]. For the proof of (2), please see 
Lemma 2.5 of [25 . 
Lemma 2.3 Let Pr, Pg he any two local maximum points ofu^. Forj 二 1,.. . N， 
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and e sufficiently small we have 
j j i P — P — . n ^ ， 
= - 1 ¼ [ e - ^ ( ^ ^ ) dz + o(^,,p(P)) (2.2.2) 
Jd^i \ ^ —尸 / j 
f _ i , � / Pr-Ps\ dw 7 
P / wP-\y)w y + — ~ ^ dy 
jRN \ e J ayj 
, - ^ ^ f Pr - P s �1 f fPr-PsW .._^ 
二 * ^ l ] ^ : ^ j / ^ r i - ^ j j (2.2.3) 
[w^{y)w^ (y + —~~—^ dy 
JR^ \ ^ ) 
= o ( w - ( ^ ^ ) ] (2.2.4) 
V V e JJ 
where 1 < a < P and 7 = p / � � w^-^w'r^-^ dr /丨約：工 e^'Oi dO < 0( See Lemma 17 
of [23]). 
Proof: The proof of Lemma 2.3 is same as the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [26 
• 
The derivatives of 7¾ ^w with respect to P are very important in our later 
€，尸 
studies. Therefore we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4 
^ ^ = i ^ ^ + o ( “ A 
dPj e dPj ^代 ^ )e) 
Proof of Lemma 2.4 : 
dPn, pW dw — -77^ satisfies 
dPj dPj 
“dPQepW dw. .dPn^pW dw� . 
A(- — ) — ( — ) = 0 in SZgp 
乂 dPj dPj) ^ dPj dPj) ， 
^¾ P^ ldw 1 diu{^) 
^ = ^ on ou^ p 
, d P j edPj e dPj ， 
Since 
_ i ^ . o K ^ ) l ) , 
by comparison, we have Lemma 2.4. 
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• 
Next we need to compute the interactions of two w's. 
Lemma 2.5 / / 1 ^ ^ — + 0 0， t h e n 
[ / H ( ^ ^ ) V ( ^ ^ ) = e ^ ( l ^ ^ ) ( 7 i + o(l)) (2.2.5) 
JQ ^ e ^ 
where 71 = /股打 f—)e~^dy and 
f T, ,X-Pi.. d ,X-P2. 1 ^ ,巧-尸2、P l - P 2 ,1 . ,1、、 
L 彻 ( 丁 ) ) 两 " ( 丁 ) 二 ： 6 " ( " ^ ) ^ " ^ ( i + � � ) . 
(2.2.6) 
Proof: ^ _ 
f r( ,T-Pl��,工—？2、 
/ f(M^-)M^—) 
jR^ e € 
= e-[ f{w{y))w{y^^^^) 
JR^ e 
= e,[ /(^(^))(, + ^ ^ ) - ^ e - l - - ^ l 
Jw^ € 
= 6 (^l + o ( l ) M ^ ^ ^ ) [ f{w{y))e-y^ 
e Jw 
(2.2.6) can be proved similarly. 
• 
Lemma 2.6 Fix r] and 0 < 8 < 1. Then for e sufficiently small, we have 
i%-f>,iwf>n (2.2.7) 
j"=i j=i 
Proof: For the proof of Lemma 2.6，please see [26 , 
• 
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2.3 Location of Multiple Peaks 
In this section, we analyze finite-energy solutions. In particular, we obtain the 
necessary conditions for the locations of multiple peaks. The results in this section 
is true for general domains. 
Let Ue be a finite-energy solution. Namely there exists M > 0 (independent 
of e) such that 
€^  [ | V < + [ ul < Me^, (2.3.1) 
Jn Jn 
We first have 
Proposition 2.1 Ifu^ is a finite energy solutions then u^ has only K-local max-
imum points Qf,...，Q^ and 
^ = m , d O ) — + ⑷ ， 4 = M : i ^ — +oo. (2.3.2) 
e e e e 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of [23]. For the sake of convenience, we sketch 
the proof here. 
First of all, if Q| is a local maximum point of u ,^ then 手— + o o . Since if not, 
we have a solution of half plane 
/\w — w + f{w) = 0 in R^ = {xn > -a} 
< w(o) > 1 (2.3.3) 
w = 0 on R^ = {xn > -a} 
V 
By results of Lions-Esteban, (2.3.3) has no nontrivial solution. A contradic-
tion! 
fje 
Secondly, if 子 = 0 ( 1 ) then we have a solution 
• 
Aw-w + f{w) = 0 in W 
< w{a) > l,w{b) > 1 
w e ff^(R^) 
K. 
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This is impossible since w has only one local maximum. 
Next, Ue has only K local maximum points since at each local maximum point 
the energy is approximately e^I{w), where I{w) == | /j^ n(|V7i;p + w^) — /股打 F(w). 
Hence u^  has finitely many local maximum points. 
• 
From the proof of Proposition 2.1，we have that 
K 
\uc - 5 Z ^,Q.^llL-(Oe) — 0. (2.3.4) 
i=i ‘ 
Let us assume that u^  is a K-peaked solution with local maximum points 
Q\^  .’.，Q^K- Next we shall obtain a second order expansion of u .^ 
Let S > O be a very small number and 1 — S^ < jJL < 1. 
Let G^{y) be the unique radial solution of 
Aii — f?u = 0, iz(0) = 0, u > 0 in R" 
and from the Lema 4.7 of [23], we have 
G^{y)�e""|y|^ for y large. 
Set 
,X — Q\. n 7^ 
Wi = wi^~~^), PWi = ^,Q|^, 
L| = mmlQ'j-Qtl 
. Q t - Q ' j e J Q . - Q i K 
〜• = ^ [ ^ ， 、 = - ~ 7 ~ ) 
£/ 
7 i=min7^ = w; (^ ) 
3私 e 
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e^ 




9, = r r t e G J ^ ^ ) + (1 - X . ) r / (E < ' ) 
i=i 
where Xe(v) = 1 for M < ^ f and Xe(v) = 0 for \y\ > 學 孕 . 
伊 二 谓 辟 * } 
9.e^{y\ey + Q\eQ] 
Finally we set 
K 
u^ = Y^ PWj + $e 
i=i 
First we state some properties of g^. 
Lemma 2.7 For e sufficiently small，we have 
(1)forye %+5)Le/(26)(0); Ag^ - ^^g^ = 0; 
(2) for y G l^A^d+26)L./(2e)(0). |^ . — Ef=i P^j\ < Cg^/, 
(3) for y G 5(i+25)L./(2.)(0)\5(i+5)L./(2.)(0), |^e _ Ef=i ^^.1 < ^g^] 
(4) for y G ^i+6)w(2e)(0), < - {P^iY 二 0(“ < " '^ i = 0{g^) for j + 1 
and (Ef=i Pw,y — Ef=i ^ = o(gJ. 
The following lemma gives the estimate for $^ at Q{. 
Lemma A. For e sufficiently small, we have 
|^e(y)| < Cg^{y), y e n , . (2.3.5) 
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The proofs of both Lemma 2.7 and Lemma A are very technical and are similar 
to those in [26]. For the sake of completeness, we will include the proofs at the 
end of this section later on. Let us now assume it is true, then we can prove the 
following theorem on the location of K—peaks. 
Theorem 2.4 Let Qi,..., Q^ be K local maximum points of K-peaked solution 
Ue‘ Let rj be a fixed small number. For e sufficiently small, we have 
“ f _ltz^ {z - Q|) ^ , •,—吟如{Q'j - Ql) 
� e 芒 V ^ " z + E % - e i o F W 
= r j O { Y , w { ^ i ^ ) ) + o((/p,,Q. (OD),^ = 1, - . ^ (2-3.6) 
j—i 
where a\p b^ are defined as follows 
bt = (0^ + 0 ( l ) A % l _ : 4 = Wn + 0 ( l ) ) ( M ^ ) ( l - n ) / 2 
G € e 
(here Cn > 0, Dn > 0 are generic constants.) 
Proof of Theorem 2.4: Following the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 
3.1 in [26]. WLOG, we can assume that i 二 1. 
First note that $g satisfies 
K 
A < ^ , - ^ , + f { Y , P w , ) ^ , 
i=i 
K K K f^{Y. PWj + $e) - /(E P%) - /'(E P_t 
j=i 3=1 i=i 
K K +/(X>+E^==o 
j=i j=i 
in Oe and ¢^ = 0 on dQ -^
Multiplying both sides of equation for $e by ^ ^ we obtain 
L}f't，m-f'4 
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+ [ [/(Ep,+^^) - / ( E � ) — /(E尸—少』瓷 
j � j = i j=i j=i 力 
+i;[/(f>,)-f/(,)]9f 
j � j = i j=i … 
二 h + h + h = 0 
where / i , I2 and /3 are defined by the last equality. 
We first compute /2. 





=h,l + 2^,2 
where 
/2,1 < C [ |$6丨1+。/2秘|屯广/2 
， JR^ 
< Q^{l-26){l+a/2) r Ql+a/2^1+{^-6)a/2 
jR^ 
=o{rj,) 
(hence by Lemma 2.7, J^ ^ Gl^ ^^ ^w\^ ,\^ ^^  = o(l)) and by Lemma 2.6 





[(^fd+-)+i) = 0—(马)宇(秘+晰”） 
Jn^\B^ ^ 
[ ― 严 ) = o ( z . ( l ^ ^ ) ) 
Jne\B^ e 
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Thus 
I2 = h . o . t + v O ( w ( ^ ) ) . (2.3.7) 
For /1, we have 
f / ,x^ _ \ dPwi “ , �dwi ^ 
'1 = / j " g P - � " ^ " — ) ^ j ' 6 
— I • • • ~\~ I . • • 
JB^ Jne\B^ 
= / 1 , 1 + /1,2 
where by Lemma 2.6 
6/1,2 二 [ vO{wl^^ + Y^ ^ ^^^,) = "0—(孕)) 
J^.\B' j=2 
and 
e/i,i = J j f ' ( f y , y - _ ^ e 
J-—1 
+ Jjf(pwi)-/(wi)]e^h 
f , ^dPwi dwi 
+ y & y ( " i ) e [ | - _ j $ 6 
=Il，l，l + l l ’ l ’ 2 + l l ’ l，3 
where 
r K J^e 
/1,1,1 = / 0 « 丨 $ ^ ； ^ 秘 力 二 7 7 0 — ( + ) ) , 
JB€ j=2 
7l,l,2 = / |P^1 — Wi\w^\^e\ = h.O.t. 
，， JB^ 
and 
ll,l,3= / Wi\Pwi -l(;i||$e| = h.o.t. 
‘ ， JB^ 
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Hence 
/i = T]w{^) + h.o.t. (2.3.8) 
Finally we compute /3： 
/3 二 ( / + / \ M f > a - f / ( W ] 9 ^ 
'JB^ JnAB6 j=i j=i "Wi 
=^3,1 + h,2 
where 
K 
6|/3,2| < Cri / E W — ' + < ' ) M = vO{w{L{/e)) 
J^e\B- j=2 
since 
i / ( E 尸 … - E /K-)i = • ( • ? — ' + E <勺） 
j=i i=i J-=2 
and 
如 = | j f ^ t ^ - . ) - /(^-)].¾^+Jjnp^.) - / K ) ] e 9 f 
j—1 
I f V" “ M 冲切1 
+ ) j g / K ) ] 6 | 
=^3,1,1 + h,1,2 + ^3,1,3 
Observe that by (2.2.4) 
K K 
/3,1,3= / 0{TufjW^)= / 0{J2w^r'wl^^) = o{w{L{/e)) (since wj < w,) 
JB- j=2 7伊 j=2 
and by (2.2.2) 
r dPuh 
/3,1，2 二 丄 _ - / — 1 ) 丨 ‘ 
= - ( 1 + 0(1)) jj{Py^lY - < ] ^ + ^(^e) 
= 7 6 l ( l + o(l)) [ e - ' ^ { ^ ^ ^ ) d z ^ o { r ^ , ) 
JdQ ^ — ^1 
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By (2.2.3) we obtain 
厂 K QPxu 
/3,1,1 =丄 [ / (户 1 ^ 1 )〜 " ^ +晰） 
J - 2 
=—；^(1 + 0(1))/少1广、^^ + 0 ^ 
J—2 
^ iQ -^Qfi Q^ . - gt 
二 -7(l + o ( l ) ) [ 4 . e - " ^ ( ^ f 3 ^ ) + * ) 
j=2 j 1 
Hence we have 
f 2|.-g^l , z - Q l � � A , J^y<^W,Q'j-Ql�.(� 
€/3 = 7¾/ e- ^ dz{ ^\)dz^lY.a\^e ^ ( ‘ _ ) + • ) . 
Jdn ^ _ Vi j^2 ^i — ^1 
(2.3.9) 
Combining estimates of (2.3.7), (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), we obtain 
i / i e - ” | ^ & + £ « L e - ^ § ^ + ^ f i / 4 + • ) = 0 
j'=2 3 
which finishes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
• 
Finally in this section, we prove Lemma 2.7. 
Proof of Lemma 2.7: 
(1) follows from the definition. 
(2) follows from the definition and Lemma 2.6. 
To prove (3), we note that for y e ^(i+26)Le/(2e){^)\B{i+6)Lj{2e)(0), 
rjl-^G^ > C w i - , L j e ) e " ( i + ^ / ^ 
> Q^-{l-26)Lje^fiil+6)Lj{2e) 
> g^-(l-46)Le/(26) 
> C max {ve,w1,1u2, ....Wx)' 
l/€B(i+2«)Le/(2€)(0)\^ (H-6)Le/(2e)(0) 
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Hence for y G (^i+2 )^Le/(2e) (0)\5(i+^)Le/(2e) (0), 
K K 
\ve -Y.PvJj\ < Cmin("””^(；^<”) < CgM-
j=i i=i 
For (4), we first note that by Lemma 6.6 of [23], for 2 — p < /i < 1, 
/K) — f{Pw,) = 0(v^w5(OUe"i"l) = 0[g,). 
We next show that f{w1)w2 = 0{g^). In fact for y G ^(i+5)Le/(2e)(0), 
f'{w1)w2 = 0{wl'^w2) 
:0(6令1制6_丨双-^^丨） 
二 0 ( e ( 2 - * l e - l ^ l ) 
=0{g^{y)) 
Similarly we have /{w i )w j = 0{g^) for j + 1. 
Finally, for y e ^/(2e)(0), 
(Pwj)P = 0{ufj) = 0{w{-^wj) = 0{g^{y)) (since Wj < wi for j + 1) 
For y G 5(i+6)L./(2.)(0)\^/(2e)(0), 
W^  = 0(e-M^2e)) = 0 ( g M ) 
Hence, 
/ ( E P%) - E / K ) = o ( f ] K - 、 + ^ ) ) = 0{g,). 
j=i j=i i=2 
We are now ready to prove Lemma A. 
Proof of Lemma A: 
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Set 
^e(y) = g^(y)Mv)^y^ 仏. 
All we need to prove is that \\^ e\\L^ {ne) < C. Suppose on the contrary 
l4>eWL^{n,) ^ 00 
as e — 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that ^e{^e) 二 ||</>e||L«^ (i^ e) and z^  
is a local maximum point of (/v 
First note that by Lemma 2.7 (2) and (3), we have that 
|0办)| < c 
for y e r2A^(i4-5)L./(26)(0). Hence z( G ^(i+<5)L,/(26)(0). 
Simple computation shows that ¢^  satisfies 
A K K 
^<t>e - <ke + ^ 0 e + ^ '[/(^ 户巧 + 办么）—/(E 户巧)] 办 j=l j=l 
+ ^ ^ + ^ ( t 尸約 )— f 越 = 0 (2.3.10) 
““ j=i j=i 
in Qg and ¢^  二 0 on ^¾-
We next claim that |ze| < C. In fact, suppose not, namely, |ze| 一 oo as e — 0. 
Then by the equation (2.3.10) for <^  at z^  and Lemma 2.7 (1) and (4), we have 
A0e(^.) — (1 — "2 + 0(1))M^,) + 0(1) = 0 
which implies that 4>e{z^) < C. A contradiction ！ Hence |zg| < C. 
Now set 
ie(2/) = "「("。么从⑷ 
Then for y € B(i+s)Lje{0), 
l^e{y)l 二 |%O/)0eO/)/0e(4)| < G,{y) < 口 !々(“)/&!< 
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It is easy to see that 1>^  satisfies 
A#, — ^ + p[{Pwi + PvJ2)P_i + o{l)]^e 
+ " r ( i - ^ M ( 4 ( f : PwjY — E ^ ' ] = • in ^ -
j=i j=i 
Thus as e — 0, we have 
^ — $ �i n CL(M^) 
where $o satisfies 
A$o - ¢0 + -P—i^o = 0, |$o(^)l < C % | ( “ ) / V l < (2.3.11) 




for some constants aj, j = 1，..., n. 
On the other hand, by definition, 
K 
V, 二 [ Pwj + 7]l-^l^e{Ze)lK 
j=l 
Since V"%(0) 二 0 (note that Q\ is a local maximum point of nJ, and thus 
r^l-''\Uz,)\Vy^M = -^yPMO) — VyPw2i^'~^')-
Hence V " ^ ( 0 ) 一 0 as e ^ 0. So V^$o(0) = 0. Since V ^ ( 0 ) , i = l,...,n 
are linearly independent, we deduce that aj 三 0,j' = l,..，n and thus ^o 三•. 
Hence 4^ — 0 in C l M ^ ) . Since |ze| < C, we have ^e{ze) — •. By definition, 
^^{ze) = G^{ze) > C > 0. A contradiction! 
Hence 队丨丨！/^叫 ^ C and Lemma A is thus proved. 
• 
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2.4 Proof of No Multiple-Peaked Solutions in 
Convex Domains 
In this section, we prove that there will be no multiple-peaked solutions on strictly 
convex domains Q. 
Let Ue be a i^-peaked solution. Then for e sufficiently small, u^  has only 
K local maximum points Q\, ...,Q%^ in a By the moving plane method of [17], 
d(Qf, dQ) > 6 > 0 where 6 is independent of e > 0. 
In Section 2.3, we have obtained the following identity 
bt [ e-^l-^l 'A^^cZ(.) + f ： 4 ^ - ^ ¾ ^ + ^0{w{^)) +。(_爛))二 0 
Jdn ^ _ ^i j^i ^j — ^i 
(2.4.1) 
f or i = 1 ,…，K. 
We first claim that 
Lemma 2.8 
min d% > So > 0. 的 3 — 
Proof: In fact, suppose not. W.L.O.G., we can assume that m i ^ ^ d\- = (¾ and 
d\^  ^ 0. 
Let us make a rescaling 
0 , - 0 1二而么 i = i,.",i^ 
Then \Q\ — Q)\ > 1, for i + j and Q\ = 0. 
Let 
r ^e,QtiQ|) Ci := lim i^ ， 
e—O ^ ( ½ ) 
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Note that if Q := +oo then d(Q|,dQ) — 0 and by dividing the equation 
(2.4.1) by (fe,Q|(Qi) and let e — 0, we obtain 
~ W � 6- 华 马 " 州 ( 马 + 眷 。 
^e,QtiQl) JdQ l^-Qil e 
This imply 
1 f 2|z-Qf| z - Q\ 
^:^jL*- ^ 两 ' " 0 
which is impossible. 
Hence Ci < C. 
Now set 
fQt-QU 
. M e ) 
Co 0 • — llXXl 7^  ， 
‘ “切(牛） 
I = {z|there exists j such that Qy — 0} 
Note that 1，2 G I. Let i G I and 
Q: = limQr. 
e~>0 
Thus 
|0*-0*| = 1, for i j e l , z ^ j . 
{Qi]iei may have several connected components. We now take the connected 
component containing Ql. More precisely, we define 
J = {i|there exist ji, ...,jm such that � � + 0，c^�+ 0,…,Cj^i • 0}. 
Certainly, we have J C I and 1,2 e. J. Moreover for any i e I\J and j e J, 
we have Cij = 0. 
Thus dividing equation (2.4.1) by w { ^ ) and taking limits we obtain 
Q + Y^ % ( Q * - Q * ) - 0 , i G J (2.4.2) 
j^"i,j^J 
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We connect all the Q* to form a convex hull, then there exist a point, say 
Q*, such that all the other points Q* { j + i) lie on one side of a hyperplane Li 
passing through Q*. Let us assume that Li 二 {y| < e, y — Q * � = 0} where e is 
a unit vector. Suppose 
Q* e Lt = {y\ < e,y — Q： » 0},j + i. 
This is in contradiction to (2.4.2) since 
^ Q , < e , 0 * - Q * > = 0. 
3J^i 
The lemma is thus proved. 
• 
Lemma 2.9 If 0 is strictly convex, then 0 does not admit K-peaked solutions 
forK> 1. 
Proof: Suppose u^  is a A,-peaked solution with i^-local maximum points Q{, • • •，Q]^ . 
By Lemma 2.8, we have that |Qf — Q�-| > 6o > 0. 
Set 
Qi = limQl d' = min \Ql Q% d = limcT. 
€—0 i^j J e—0 
fQt-QU 
y ^(^T^) 
Cii 二 iim 7： ~^ 
] ^ 0 0 
1. ^e,Q^M) 
Ci = lim J^~ 
6-0 w{^) 
I = {z|there exists j such that Cij • 0} 
J = {z|there exist j i , ...,jm such that Cij^  • 0,..., c^ -^ i — 0} 
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As in the proof of Lemma 2.8, there exists a point Qi, i G J such that all the other 
points Qj, j G J, j + i lie on one side of a hyperplane Li = {y\ < e，y — Qi > = 0}. 
W.L.O.G., we assume that i = 1 and d 二 IQ1—Q2I. Note that \Qj—Qi\ > d,j + i. 
Let di = d{Q1,dn),d2 二 c^(Q2,3^^,Bi = Bd,{Q1),B2 二 ^2(^2) . 
Let S be the convex hull of Bi U B2 and L be the hyperplane passing through 
—^ 
Qi and perpendicular to Q1Q2. 
At Qi, if Ci 二 0, then the equation (2.4.1) becomes 
Y^ Qj - Qi f^ 
L % ] ^ ; ^ = o 
j^l ^^ 乂丄 
which is impossible since all the Qj lie on one side of Li (c12 二 1). 
Therefore, di < | and Ci — 0. 
We divide our proof into four cases. 
Case 1. d,2 > d/2 and Ci = +00. 
In this case, Ci = +00. At Qi, we divide the equation (2.4.1) by <Pe,Qi(Ql) 
and take limits, then we obtain 
[ { z - Q i ) d f i Q , { z ) = 0. (2.4.3) 
JdQ 
But Bi n dQ must lie strictly on one side of L since di < d2 and Q is strictly 
convex. This is impossible by (2.4.3) since 
/ <z-QuQ2-Q1 > dfj,Q^{z) < 0 . 
Jan 
Case 2. d: > d/2 and 0 < Ci < +00. 
In this case, we have at Qi 
Ci [ {Z — Qi) ^Qi(z) + Y^ c i / ， - y = 0. (2.4.4) 
JdQ ^ Qj — VI 
Since at Qi all other points He on one side of Li = {y\ < e, y — Qi > = 0}，we 
have 
< n ' " n ^ > > 0 , [ <{z-Q^),e> dfXQ,{z)<0 
Wl — Wj JdQ 
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A contradiction to (2.4.4). 
Case 3 .而 < d|2 and ci = +oo. 
In this case, we have at Qi and Q2 




Consider S. If di < d2, then at Qi it will not be balanced. Similarly we must 
have di < d2. Hence di = d2. This is impossible since Q is strictly convex. 
Case 4. d2 < d/2 and 0 < Ci < 00. 
In this case, di = d/2 > 0¾. At Q2，we must have 
[ { z - Q 2 ) d f j . Q , { z ) = 0. (2.4.5) 
JdQ 
But since d2 < di, we have B2 门 dfi must lie strictly on one side of the 
hyperplane passing though Q2 and perpendicular to Q1Q2, which is impossible 
by (2.4.5). 
Combining the above four cases, we see that K = 1. 
• 
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